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Learning Intention

How were people captured into slavery?

Success Criteria: 

All: Explain why some people have been enslaved

Some: Describe the Transatlantic triangular trade.



Starter:

Think...why might 
someone  end up 

becoming a slave?



• Slavery had existed in Africa for centuries. 

•African chiefs would sell slaves to white slave traders.

•African chiefs got their slaves through a number of 
ways:

- Some slaves were prisoners of war

captured during battles with other 

tribes

- Some were enslaved as punishment 

for a crime 

- Others agreed to become slaves to 

pay off debts or escape poverty
BUT...



The Atlantic Slave Trade was very different from 
previous slavery because of:

1.  The number of people who were forced into slavery 
– over 11 million people were taken from Africa

2. The way they were treated – they were treated 
like animals rather than human beings

Copy  



Atlantic Slave Trade 

Between 1500 and 1900, over 11 million Africans were 
captured and taken to America as slaves. 

They worked on plantations to produce materials such 
as cotton, sugar and tobacco which would be sold for a 
profit. 



Capture

Often with help from black traders, white slave traders
would simply to hunt down and kidnap free Africans.

Once captured, slaves were marched to the coastal trading 

posts in neck braces and chains. 



Slave Factories

• At the coast they were 
imprisoned in slave factories.

• This picture shows a large slave 
factory with several buildings and 
large walls. Often, however, slave 
factories were simply wooden 
cages on the beach.

• They were kept there for weeks 
until the ships carried them to 
plantations in the New World.



Captured, Kidnapped and Sold
You are about to watch a short clip from a film called ‘Roots’.
You will see the capture of a free African man called Kunta 
Kinte. The year is 1765 in Gambia.
Watch the clip carefully and answer the questions below in 
your jotter.

Kunta's capture

1. Where is Kunta when he spots the slave traders?
2. How is Kunta captured?
3. Do you notice anything strange about his captors?
4. Where is Kunta taken after he is captured?

Task 1:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LUzEF3SW1FY


Kidnapped

Imagine that you have been captured.  Complete a 
think bubble explaining how you are feeling. 
Remember to include:

• What you were doing when you were caught
• What happened to you
• Where you are now
• How you feel 

To 
finish...


